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Riccardo Muti Herbert von Karajan

Who got FIRED? Who got RICH & FAMOUS?
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Riccardo Muti Herbert von Karajan

Who got FIRED? Who got RICH & FAMOUS? 
Please vote!  ☺
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THE Maestro-Superstar: Herbert von Karajan
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Designed by: Susanne M. Zaninelli & Stefan F. Dieffenbacher( )
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https://digitalleadership.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/UNITE-4_waves_of_Industrial_Revolution_Book_Watermark.webp
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The big picture and its hard truths
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https://medium.com/@cascio/facing-the-age-of-chaos-b00687b1f51d
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Source: Marian Temmen‘s article in Medium

Open source: Digital Leadership -Stefan F. Dieffenbacher
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https://marian-temmen.medium.com/?source=post_page-----59c7be2dddce--------------------------------
https://marian-temmen.medium.com/bani-vs-vuca-a-new-acronym-for-a-new-world-59c7be2dddce
https://digitalleadership.com/unite/
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Source: McKinsey, read here

Leadership is being re-engineered

Source: “Cool runnings”
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https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/2020-year-in-review/a-tale-of-2020-in-20-mckinsey-charts?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hdpid=1d81d4f2-9115-4d95-86b4-d67c2f6a20d2&hctky=2916674&hlkid=f5ea6523ea164332ad39ae5f480220b9
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/2020-year-in-review/a-tale-of-2020-in-20-mckinsey-charts?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hdpid=1d81d4f2-9115-4d95-86b4-d67c2f6a20d2&hctky=2916674&hlkid=f5ea6523ea164332ad39ae5f480220b9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Gqwi7Y96sk&list=PLABB65F174F687712&index=13&t=0s
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5 energy boosters
Source: David Rock (Neuroscience Journal, 2008)

Employees’ stamina and sharpness can be quickly depleted
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https://www.alivewithideas.com/blog/the-chimp-and-the-scarf/
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Source: Marian Temmen‘s article in Medium
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https://marian-temmen.medium.com/?source=post_page-----59c7be2dddce--------------------------------
https://marian-temmen.medium.com/bani-vs-vuca-a-new-acronym-for-a-new-world-59c7be2dddce
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In a growth mindset, challenges are exciting rather than 
threatening. So, rather than thinking, I’m going to reveal 
my weaknesses, you say, here’s a chance to grow.

Growth mindset is the belief 
that an individual can grow 
and develop through 
dedication, hard work and 
purposeful practice and not 
just rely on given talent.

Always keep learning. 
You stop doing useful 
things if you don’t 
learn.

Matthew Syed (2015)

Carol Dweck, Psychologist

Satya Nadella, CEO Microsoft

Good practices in leading people out of their 
comfort-zone

1. Ask people to identify the risk and 
the rewards

2. Tell them you have their back;
and then prove it

3. Acknowledge progress

4. Step-by-step vs. long journey

5. Drop perfection, 
embrace ‘good enough’
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*

* “change  point”

Critical components of the Mindset to thrive in BANI workspaces

Embody that mindset and find out 
critical skills leaders need - 5 steps
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Leaders & coaches must become ‘e-CIA agents’!

➢ Energy, for ownership, boldness and resilience

➢ Collective Intelligence, for positive disruption 

➢ Agility, for fast progress
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2021/03/01/successful-leaders-must-become-e-cia-agents---heres-why-and-how/?sh=4d7e273b4dda
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2021/03/01/successful-leaders-must-become-e-cia-agents---heres-why-and-how/?sh=4d7e273b4dda
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/2021/03/01/successful-leaders-must-become-e-cia-agents---heres-why-and-how/?sh=4d7e273b4dda
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Leaders & coaches must become ‘e-CIA agents’!

➢ Energy, for ownership, boldness and resilience

➢ Collective Intelligence, for positive disruption 

➢ Agility, for fast progress

5 common derailers of stamina & sharpness

1. Multi-tasking

2. Allowing too many 
interruptions

3. Playing the ‘Hero’ saying 
«yes» to all requests

4. Seeking perfection 

5. Back-to-back meetings
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7 + 1 ‘must-do’s’* to boost your stamina & sharpness along change

#1 – Plan quiet time, to stop doing & stop thinking

#2 – Appreciate yourself & others + celebrate what you are learning

#3 - Offer an open mind to others and enjoy catalyzing collective intelligence

#4 – Support others

* drawn from clients
I have served over my first 15,000 coaching-
hours

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4

#1 – Plan quiet time, to stop doing & stop thinking

#2 – Appreciate yourself & others + celebrate what you are learning

#3 - Offer an open mind to others and enjoy catalyzing collective intelligence

#4 – Support others

#5 - Breathe deeply before you tackle an issue

#6 – Exercise daily, even if only 20 minutes

* drawn from clients
I have served over my first 15,000 
coaching-hours

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4

#5

#6

#7 – Base your life on 3 pillars

#7

7 + 1 ‘must-do’s’* to boost your stamina & sharpness along change
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What meditation can do
to your leadership

A few gifts for your well-being

Resilience is about how you recharge, not how you endure

To increase E nergy,
boldness & resilience

• How are we becoming better leaders in this crisis?

• What are we learning that can help us again?

• Where do we need further clarity? / alignment ?

• What don’t we know yet and need to learn?

• Where can we be more ambitious / bolder?

• How does it feel to be led by us at the moment?

• What are our current pain-points? 

What are we going to do about them?

• What are our guts telling us we need (to do now)?

• Why are we doing what we are doing?...

Source: David Rock (Neuroscience Journal, 2008)

+ Purpose

Actions/questions to try out with your Colleagues
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https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/15-healthy-practices-your-emotional-well-being-jean-francois-cousin-1d/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/7-enjoyable-practices-enhance-your-self-esteem-2020s-cousin/
ttps://hbr.org/2019/12/what-meditation-can-do-for-your-leadership
https://hbr.org/2016/06/resilience-is-about-how-you-recharge-not-how-you-endure
https://www.alivewithideas.com/blog/the-chimp-and-the-scarf/
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Leaders & coaches must become ‘e-CIA agents’!

➢ Energy, for ownership, boldness and resilience

➢ Collective Intelligence, for positive disruption 

➢ Agility, for fast progress
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Agile

learns from 

mistakes

keen to 

experiment

comfortable 

not knowing
versatile 

thinker

courageous 

decision-

maker

eager 

learner

Traits of an agile leader / team-member

To enhance
A gility & speed

• Use quantitative brainstorming

• What’s the fastest way we can do this?

• Which tasks can we advance in parallel?

• What are we over-thinking?

• What can we disregard in our decision-making?

• What can we just stop doing? / do less well?

• How can we take more risk, yet still be safe 

enough?

• What can we experiment with already?

• Appoint a “rabbit hole master” 
(halts unnecessary discussions)

• Appoint a time-keeper for ‘time-boxing’

Actions/questions to try out with your Colleagues
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Leaders & coaches must become ‘e-CIA agents’!

➢ Energy, for ownership, boldness and resilience

➢ Collective Intelligence, for positive disruption 

➢ Agility, for fast progress
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https://youtu.be/1X2F2QXHAtg
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Traits of a collaborative leader / team-member

Brings out 

her/his best

Brings out 

her/his best

+

Others’ best

Brings out 

her/his best

+

Others’ best

+ 

Teams’ best

Brings out 

her/his best

+

Others’ best

+ 

Teams’ best

+

Orga’s best

To create disruptive 
C ollective I ntelligence

Objective: ‘Wow I don’t know how to coach 
like that’

How: examples from leaders,

JF will change the tips

• What really is the problem we are trying to solve?

• Let’s define it from different perspectives

• First, let’s individually come up with a potential 

solution in the next X minutes

• How can we disrupt the/our game further to gain 

sustainable growth/conquer a new market?

• What are we not seeing/knowing yet?

• Let’s think more boldly! 

• What question should we really ask ourselves?

• On what are we agreeing, at a deeper level?

• What’s our value proposition, in one sentence?

• How can we better help each other play at our 

individual best, next time? 

Actions/questions to try out with your Colleagues
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Global mindset

Leaders’ and coaches’ job descriptions got a lot more challenging…

Energy

Collective Intelligence

Agility

A real story

What is Coaching?
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Coaching increases confidence, performance and autonomy

Telling

Coaching

leads to

leads to

Dependence

Confidence, performance

& Autonomy

Coaching enables people to empower
themselves to grow

Enhances

situational

and self
AWARENESS

Develops solutions 

and ensures 

ACTIONS
are taken 

UNTIL SUCCESS 
is met

Increases 

CONFIDENCE, 

AUTONOMY,
and

RESILIENCE

Coaching…
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Sources: https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/managers-identify-what-makes-a-great-manager/steps/learn-about-googles-manager-research/ 
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/11/8-skills-google-looks-for-in-its-managers/ 

Is a good coach

Creates an inclusive team 
environment, showing concern 
for success and well-being

Is a good communicator, listens 
and shares information

Has a clear vision / strategy for 
the team

Collaborates across Google

Empowers team and does 
not micromanage

Is productive and results-
oriented

Supports career development 
and discusses performance

Has key technical skills to help 
advise the team

Is a strong decision-maker

Leadership lessons we can learn from Tim Cook

1. Take risks

2. Focus & listen attentively to those you speak with

3. Trust others around you

4. Diversity is important

5. Be humble

6. Admit when you’re wrong

[…]

Source: https://www.lifehack.org/articles/productivity/11-leadership-lessons-can-learn-from-tim-cook.html 
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https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/managers-identify-what-makes-a-great-manager/steps/learn-about-googles-manager-research/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/11/8-skills-google-looks-for-in-its-managers/
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/productivity/11-leadership-lessons-can-learn-from-tim-cook.html
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Source: https://www.slideshare.net/JamesSmee1/b2b-marketing-a-new-age-scott-allen-cmo-microsoft

Embedding coaching in your company’s leadership DNA
will yield the potent benefits of a coaching culture

Source: Human Capital Institute, Oct 2019; https://www.hci.org/research/building-strong-coaching-cultures-future 

delta

18%

28%

9%

12%
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https://www.slideshare.net/JamesSmee1/b2b-marketing-a-new-age-scott-allen-cmo-microsoft
https://www.hci.org/research/building-strong-coaching-cultures-future
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In coaching, silence… is our Friend. 
It helps ENABLE COACHEES to EMPOWER THEMSELVES TO GROW
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Mentor

Mentor’s posture

Mentee

Coachee

Most helpful coach’s posture: learner from the coachee

Coach
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3 traits of ‘great’ coaches

✓ Be Fearless in enabling others to 
empower themselves to grow

❖ Be Curious about others’ potential

o  Be Still

And eventually…

Drawings by Pablo Picasso

Be a minimalist

• Let your eyes ask the questions

• Ask the simplest questions you can

• Invite your coachee to simplify

their ideas to their essence
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Coaching… is an intelligent, growth-driven
act of unconditional love for people’s potential

Read: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076ZHG3H3/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1

Be a Performance Enabler
Schedule quarterly, 30-minute 1-1 sessions with your direct reports

1. What have you learnt over the 
last 2 months?
(from your successes, your mistakes, 
colleagues…) How can you use that 
new learning, going forward?

2. What do you need to learn, to 
overcome the challenges ahead?

3. How can I support you?

4. Which part of your recent growth at 
work are you most proud of? 
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076ZHG3H3/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
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Coachee

Coach your neighbor! ☺

Coach

What have you learnt today that is important to you?

Why is it important to you?

At a deeper level, what is it about?

From that learning, which actions will you take?

Which high-impact actions 
can you take right away, to …

• strengthen your resilience?

• enable leaders in your organization 
 to thrive in the BANI workspace? 
or/and 

• contribute to unlocking further 
 the potential of the Continent?

• Discuss with your neighbor (3 minutes)

• Then share at your table (3 minutes)

• Then share 1 idea in plenary
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Standing in your posture of confidence
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CONTACT

www.greatness.coach

info@1-2-win.net

www.linkedin.com/in/greatnesscoach/

Forbes articles

QR code to 
download 

presentation

The Imperatives of Leadership in a BANI World

Jean-Francois Cousin, MCC

Global Executive & Team Coach, Speaker and Author

Nairobi, 31st May 2024

Thank You for your engagement
and contribution!
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/greatnesscoach/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescoachescouncil/people/jean-francoiscousin/?sh=61291c897339
https://www.linkedin.com/in/greatnesscoach/
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